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reality: if a wine has a low ph, the yeast isn't working very
hard. it's usually associated with over-ripening where the
sugar content of the grapes exceeds the natural acidity in
the grapes. this makes the sugars in the wine taste more
like concentrated sugar syrup than actual grape sugars. if
the ph is lower than 3.5, it's almost certainly indicative of a
bad wine. and it will taste like it! in fact, one of the first and
easiest ways to 'hack' a wine is to make it more acidic. of
course you can do this without actually raising the ph, if
you are willing to take the added stress that will be
imposed on the yeast. if you are not careful, you can ruin a
$30 bottle of wine. notwithstanding, i have been told that
you cant be certified in bio menace unless you actually bio-
hack a wine. but that is not true. the certifying body, cbt
nuggets, calls it bio-hacking, and its how they achieve this
perfect ph cleanliness in their wine. i have no idea if you
can get certified in this now, but there is really no more to
know in the bio menace arena. the bio menace is a unique
game with unique puzzles. it is very satisfying to
accomplish the puzzle in the first try. many puzzles require
a step-by-step approach to solving them. a puzzle is not
like typical games, in that it does not create a lot of
random effects. the bio menace is not as easy as it looks.
the main reason for the high score in bio menace is your
skills and speed in completing levels. it is easy to get
frustrated at times, but you will quickly get over it. it is the
first game i ever bought on dvd, and i have played it
hundreds of times. bio menace is definitely one of my
favorite platform games.
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After purchasing the contract from the auction, Aiden's
friends inform him that there are five other contracts
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offered. One of the contracts was the one for the Impala.
This contract was for a sister of Aiden, and she is in the

clutches of a criminal known as Diamond ; Aiden then goes
to rescue her. On the way to Diamond's location, Aiden

battles the rest of the Impalas' security team, but is
knocked out. Aiden is then ambushed by the Impalas. He is

saved by the Starlight who rams his van. Aiden then
manages to rescue DedSec, who reveals that Aiden's

mother is in the van that she was in. Aiden then listens to
the rest of DedSec's message, and deduces that she is

after the Black Viceroys in return for the insurance payout.
Aiden then hacks into the CTOS towers to disable their GPS

and programming. On the way to the Bunker, Aiden
stumbles upon a young girl, Elizabeth, who was kidnapped
by the Viceroys as a human shield for her father. He then
spends the night with her. In the morning, Aiden leaves to
find the Viceroy compound while Elizabeth is escorted to

the Bunker. Aiden figures out the location and attends the
auction. Aiden then enacts his plan to destroy the Viceroy
compound. Aiden then goes to the lighthouse as he thinks

he can do something even more valuable than what he had
done for the city. But all is not well as he arrives to

discover that DedSec has already hacked in, and have
installed a remote breach in the satellite dish, which they
want to sell. Before getting there, Aiden hacks the Paslode
Hotel in order to target the DedSec team, but everything
went wrong and Aiden was captured. Aiden then learns

that they had installed the same bug in the same hole as
the one Aiden planted previously in the Satellite dish. They
then beat Aiden and brainwashed him so he'll take a job as

the king of pornography. While he was unable to use his
hacker tools to hack in, Aiden obtained a lock pick set,

created a pillow to stop any pain, and prepped the heroin
on his body to numb the pain. Once there, Aiden
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successfully escapes the brainwashing as it was affected
by a bug in the security cameras. Aiden then hacks into the
DedSec server to shut it down, only to be killed by DedSec,

who was using him as a scapegoat for their own crimes.
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